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7 ABSTRACT

8 This research focuses on the effects of the asymmetric airfoil profiles on aerodynamic performance and 

9 economic evolution of a vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) at different blade heights, solidities, and tip 

10 speed ratios (TSR or λ). The aerodynamic performance of six asymmetric airfoils, S809, S814, RISØ-A1-

11 24, Du 93-W-210, FFA-W3-241, and FX66-S196-V1, was calculated using double multiple-stream tube 

12 (DMST) theory and blade element methods for determination of their performance for tip speed ratios 

13 from 1 to 12, and solidities of 0.2 to 0.6, were considered for this study. All calculations focused on the 

14 Khaf area (rural zone) in Iran and considered two heights: 10 m and 40 m. To verify the performance of 

15 the developed code, results were compared with experimental power coefficient data for NACA0012 

16 airfoil. For FFA-W3-241 airfoil, maximum power coefficient was obtained at solidity of 0.5 and tip-speed 

17 ratio of 4.This aerodynamic excellence resulted in 22.4% and 21.9% increase in annual energy production 

18 at hub heights (h) of 10 m and 40 m, respectively, while keeping the total investment costs constant. 

19 Moreover, the ratio of wind-generated electric power sales to the total investment cost was found to be 

20 4.33 (0.15/0.0346) for 15 years of operation. 

21

22 Keywords: H-type Vertical Axis Wind Turbine; Double Multiple Stream Tube (DMST) Model; Blade Element 

23 Momentum Theory; Airfoil Selection; Power Generation; Economic Evaluation.

24

25

26 1. Introduction
27

28 National economic growth is highly dependent on energy consumption. Until 1973 and oil price crisis, 

29 fossil fuels were the main source of energy. In 1974, the U.S. government initiated a project with industry 

30 to develop commercial wind turbines. Introduction of the MOD-5B was one outcome of the project which 

31 was the largest single rotor wind turbine in 1987, with a rotor span of about 100 m and a power capacity 

32 of 3.2 MW. At the same time, Denmark began the development of multi-megawatt wind turbines and 
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1 introduced the first multi-megawatt wind turbine in 1978. Nowadays, utilization of fossil fuels has 

2 become more restricted due to the global warming, price fluctuations, and decline in reservoirs [1], while 

3 at the same time energy consumption has increased rapidly around the world. The U.S. Energy 

4 Information Administration (EIA) has predicted a 28% increase in international energy consumption by 

5 2040 [2]. These contradictory events highlight the need for improvement in the energy harvest from 

6 environment-friendly sources, especially wind. Both rotary and bladeless turbine systems [3] can be used 

7 to extract wind energy, and while the bladeless systems are not as common, both Horizontal Axis Wind 

8 Turbines (HAWT) and Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT) are widely used. In general, VAWTs have 

9 several advantages over HAWTs, including lower noise pollution, no need for yaw mechanisms, 

10 installation of the generator at lower elevations, independence to wind direction, and ease of 

11 manufacturing and maintenance [4, 5]. These features make them an interesting choice, especially for off-

12 grid and small-scale energy production [4, 6].

13 Power extraction in VAWTs is based on either lift or drag forces which divides the VAWTs into two 

14 types: Darrieus and Savonius. Since the Darrieus VAWT, the lift-based configuration, has higher 

15 coefficients of power, it is more commonly used. Based on blade configuration, there are generally two 

16 types of Darrieus VAWTs: (a) curved-blade and (b) straight-blade [7]. Achievement of high power 

17 coefficient, ease of construction and operation, and manufacturing cost are important factors in selection 

18 of VAWTs for power production, so straight-line blades, especially the H-rotor types, have become more 

19 popular due to their manufacturing simplicity [8]. 

20 Increasing the power coefficient of VAWTs will reduce the cost of power generation. For this 

21 purpose, three important parameters of solidity, tip-speed ratio (TSR), and blade profile were studied to 

22 facilitate prediction and optimization of aerodynamic forces [9, 10]. These aerodynamic forces can be 

23 estimated from the lift and drag coefficients of each airfoil. Aerodynamic performance of VAWTs has 

24 been investigated both numerically [4, 11-15] and experimentally [8, 11, 14, 16-19]. Singh, et al., [8] 

25 studied the effect of rotor solidity at different wind speeds on the performance of a three-bladed H-type 

26 Darrieus rotor with asymmetrical S1210 blades. It was found that high solidity improves the power 

27 coefficient and the performance of VAWTs in general. They also found the optimum magnitude of rotor 

28 solidity for the specified mean wind speed at the site. In 2017, Qamar and Janajreh [4], investigated the 

29 effect of solidity for Darrieus VAWTs and confirmed Singh, et al.’s [8] conclusion that there is an 

30 optimum solidity where the coefficient of performance reaches the maximum value for a given mean 

31 wind speed. Subramanian, et al., [18] numerically studied the effect of different NACA airfoils on the 

32 performance of VAWTs and found that different airfoils perform differently for various tip-speed ratios; 

33 thicker airfoils perform better for low tip-speed ratios because of the long duration of the attached flow, 
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1 while thinner airfoils work better for higher tip-speed ratios since they dissipate the vortex shedding 

2 faster. One problem of VAWTs is their relative high turbulence on a turbine’s leeward side, which is 

3 induced by the windward interaction between the turbine blades and freestream wind. To study the effect 

4 of this phenomena on the cost of power generation, Brulle [19] compared the performance of VAWT and 

5 HAWT using the same airfoils and a constant mean free-stream velocity. A variable pitch VAWT with 

6 500 kW capacity demonstrated an 18% reduction in the cost of power generation when compared to a 

7 HAWT at a mean wind speed of 5.4 m/s. Mohamed [20] used 2D-CFD simulations to study the effect of 

8 symmetric and asymmetric airfoils on power coefficient of a H-rotor Darrieus VAWT and found that use 

9 of the asymmetric S-1046 airfoil improves the output power by 26.83% compared to that of a symmetric 

10 NACA airfoil. Sengupta, et al., [21] confirmed Mohamed’s [20] conclusions on improvement of power 

11 coefficient using asymmetrical rather than symmetrical airfoils at low wind speeds (4 m/s to 8 m/s). 

12 Saeidi, et al., [1] investigated the effects of solidity and tip-speed ratio on power coefficient and economic 

13 feasibility for a 3-bladed H-type Darrieus rotor with a NACA 4415 airfoil. They found that the maximum 

14 power coefficient of 0.47 occurred at solidity of 0.4 and tip-speed ratio of 4. They also observed a 

15 reduction of 50% in cost of electricity generation at the maximum power coefficient. In their study, the 

16 effect of aerodynamic airfoil performance on cost of the electricity was not considered. Chen, et al., [22] 

17 numerically investigated effects of three design parameters of a NACA 4-digit-modified airfoil on the 

18 power coefficient of lift-type VAWTs: thickness-to-chord ratio, leading-edge radius, and maximum 

19 thickness expressed in tenths of chord. They found that the thickness-to-chord ratio has the biggest 

20 influence on power coefficient and the optimum tip-speed ratio varies with the airfoil design. Ma, et al., 

21 [23] focused on optimization of airfoils to improve the power performance of a three-blade high-solidity 

22 VAWT. By coupling the genetic algorithm with CFD simulations, they were able to improve the power 

23 coefficient by up to 26.82%. Bukala et al. [24] showed that for small wind turbines, initial cost to annual 

24 energy output ratio of VAWTs is less than 0.04 which is much worse than the standard and shrouded 

25 VAWTs which average about 0.16. Very low efficiency and system costs were the reason of this 

26 performance which urges for increase in the efficiency of VAWTs. In addition to optimization of power 

27 coefficient in wind turbines, cost estimation, i.e., cost per kWh of energy in lifetime of the wind turbines 

28 is important. Obviously, energy production using vertical axis wind turbines should be economical to 

29 compete other methods. Cost of the onshore power generation in the United States reduced from about 

30 $0.3/kWh to about $0.055/kWh [25]. A report by Cleantechnica [26] showed that total cost of wind 

31 generation in high wind resource areas (United States, Brasil, Mexico, Sweden) was below $0.068/kWh, 

32 which could compete the total costs of coal-fired and gas-fired power as $0.067/kWh and $0.056/kWh, 

33 respectively. Further decrease in this price can make the wind power generation even more competitive. 

34 U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) updated the total cost of electricity in 2017 [27] where 
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1 onshore wind power cost was $0.037/kWh, cheaper than any other methods of power generation. Further 

2 increase in this pricing, makes the wind energy even more desirable.

3 In the present work, effects of asymmetric airfoils, i.e., S809, S814, RISØ-A1-24, DU 93-W-210, FFA-

4 W3-241, FX66-S196-V1, on design of wind turbine blades, specifically the aerodynamic performance of 

5 a H-rotor VAWT in terms of power coefficient were studied. To evaluate the effect of blade section only, 

6 different solidities and tip speed ratios were considered, while other parameters such as the turbine height 

7 (H), number of blades (N), and chord length (c) were kept fixed. The double multiple stream tube 

8 (DMST) model, with extensive use in the literature for analyze the performance of vertical axis wind 

9 turbines was used. History of this method begins with Templin’s [28] introduction of the single stream 

10 tube model based on the BEM method. Paraschivoiu [29] then modified the model to DMST so it could 

11 predict the performance of Darrieus wind turbines more accurately. In 2005, Coiro, et al., [30] 

12 investigated the accuracy of the DMST model by comparison with experimental results and concluded 

13 that it can predict both static and dynamic performance of vertical axis wind turbines, especially for 

14 solidities less than or equal to 0.5. In this research, effect of dynamic stall is not considered because 

15 predicting dynamic stall response is significantly more challenging, and it also depends on many 

16 additional parameters such as blade profile, rate of the change of the angle of attack, turbulence level, 

17 type of the motion, and three-dimensional effects. Moreover, past studies showed that the most of 

18 dynamic stall’s effects shows up in low tip speed ratios, while the main focus of this research is on 

19 maximum power coefficient which all happened at high tip speed ratios where dynamic stall has 

20 negligible effects. To validate the results of this research, results of the developed code were compared 

21 with the experimental data of NACA0012 and the numerical results (using DMST) of NACA4415, and 

22 the values for power coefficients and tangential forces showed a good agreement. After studying the 

23 aerodynamic performance of all airfoils, economic evaluation was carried out to reveal the effect of airfoil 

24 selection on annual energy production and manufacturing costs, including installation, operation, and 

25 maintenance. 

26

27 2. Aerodynamic model description 

28 In this study, the DMST model was used to study the effects of the aerodynamic characteristics of six 

29 different airfoils on performance of a H-rotor VAWT turbine. Although this method does not consider the 

30 dynamic stall, past studies have shown that the dynamic stall condition usually occurs at low tip-speed 

31 ratios and is more significant in non-straight blade VAWTs [31-33]. Since only a straight blade (H-type) 

32 was used in this research, and only Cpmax was important for cost evaluation of all airfoils, this method was 
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1 selected for the performance prediction. In the DMST model, flow around the rotor is divided into the 

2 upstream ( ) and downstream ( ) regions and passes through two tubes located at each 
‒ π
2 < θ <

π
2

π
2 < θ <

3π
2

3 region with an embedded actuator disk (Fig. 1) that result in a pressure drop in the flow field only at the 

4 location of the disks. One-dimensional momentum theory was applied to relate the upstream and 

5 downstream velocities. Three velocities were defined inside the domain (Fig. 1), all related to the free-

6 stream velocity through the definitions of induction factors at upstream and downstream regions as shown 

7 in Eqs. (1-3) [1, 29, 34].

V uV (1)

(2 1)eV u V  (2)

(2 1)V u u V   (3)

8 where  and  are induction factors of the upstream and downstream sections, respectively. u u'

9

10 Fig. 1: Description of upstream and downstream domain in DMST.

11 To calculate these induction factors, the blade-element method was combined with the momentum theory 

12 [29, 34], where an iterative approach with a residual of 10-4 was used to solve the equations (Fig. 2). The 

13 initial value of the upstream induction factor was considered equal to 1. 
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2
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Fig. 2: Flow chart of the iterative approach to calculate the upstream induction factor.

1

2 In Fig. 2,  is the angle of attack,  is the local tip-speed ratio, u is induction factor,  is  α λ =
Rω
V∞

V∞

3 upstream wind speed, R is the radius of wind turbine rotor,  is the angular velocity of the rotor, θ is the ω

4 azimuth angle (Fig. 3), is the solidity factor defined as ( ),  is the number of blades, and  is the  σ σ =
Nc
R  N  c

5 blade chord.  and   are non-dimensional normal and tangential force coefficients, respectively (see CT CN

6 Fig. 2). Drag ( ) and lift ( ) coefficients were extracted from the results in ref. [35]. W is local relative CD CL

7 wind speed in upstream region, and is upwind function. Fup 
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1

2 Fig. 3: Schematic view of wind speed vectors in upstream and downstream of the VAWT.

3

4 In this study, normal ( ) and tangential ( ) forces are functions of azimuth angle (θ) and are shown FN FT

5 in Fig. 4 that can be calculated using Eqs. 4 and 5:

2( ) ( )P
N N

S

A WF C
A V




 (4)

2( ) ( )P
T T

S

A WF C
A V




 (5)

6 where  is the rotor sweep area,   is the blade height, and the blade projection area is defined AS = 2πRH H

7 as . To perform a better comparison, tangential and normal forces were normalized with AP = cH 0.5ρAP

8 . In Fig. 4, procedure of force components decomposition is adapted from [36].V 2
∞

9

10
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1

2 Fig. 4: Aerodynamic forces on an airfoil section.

3

4 The power coefficient for the upstream region was defined as:

22

2

( )
4Pup T

WC C d
V




 
 



  (6)

.Pup PupC C (7)

5 where ( ) is the mean upwind power coefficient and ( ) is the upwind power coefficient. CPup CPup

6 To determine the same parameters for the downstream (indexed by dw) region, an iterative approach 

7 as shown in Fig. 5 was used [1, 29, 34], and downstream parameters were designated with a prime 

8 symbol “ ′ ”. Definition of all variables in Fig. 5 similar to Fig. 2. 

9 Normal ( ), and tangential components ( ) of the resultant forces were calculated using:FN'(θ) FT'(θ)

2( ) ( )P
N N

S

A WF C
A V




  (8)

2( ) ( )P
T T

S

A WF C
A V




  (9)

10 The contribution of the downstream flow to the power coefficient was:

3
22

2

( ) ( ) ( )
4Pdw T

WC C d
V




 
 


  (10)

( ) .Pdw PdwC C  (11)
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1 cos( )tan ( )
sin( )

2 1

u

u
u

  

 
 




cos( ) sin( )N L DC C C    

sin( ) cos( )T L DC C C    

2 2(2 1) ( sin( )) ( cos( ))
2 1

W u V u u
u
       


(1 )dwF u u  

3
22

2

cos( ) sin( )( ) ( )
2 | cos( ) | | cos( ) |dw N T

WF C C d
V




   
  


  

Fig. 5: Flow chart of the iterative approach to calculate the downstream induction factor.

1 Finally, the power coefficients of upstream and downstream regions were added to find the total 

2 power coefficient as follows:

3 3. Code validation 

4 To validate the developed code that was written in MATLAB, experimental results of the power 

5 coefficient [37] were compared with the numerical results of the current study for the NACA0012 airfoil 

6 at Re=360000 and a solidity of 0.18 (Fig. 6). The comparison shows a good agreement between the 

7 results. In addition, a comparison was made with another numerical study [1] that used the same method 

8 for investigation on NACA4415. Solidity and tip-speed ratio were considered 0.4 of 4, respectively. As 

9 shown in Fig. 7, while a good match between the results of the current and previous numerical study for 

10 the same airfoil profile was observed, there are some differences between the two numerical solutions for 

11 high tip-speed ratios due to use of different approaches for fitting the CD and CL equation (13, 14) curves 

12 as functions of the angle of attack. These two verification steps indicated that the present code can 

13 provide a good prediction of aerodynamic performance for different airfoil profiles.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of power coefficient for NACA0012 between the present study and the experimental data 

[37] at   0.18 and Re=360000. σ =

Fig. 7: Validation of present study for NACA 4415 with the results from another numerical study [1] at  0.4 σ =
and =4.λ

1

2 4. Airfoil properties

3 In this study, six common airfoil profiles for HAWTs were obtained from XFOIL code [35] both for 

4 investigation of aerodynamic performance and economic evaluation in design of VAWTs. XFOIL code is 

5 based on a combination of a panel method and assumption of a viscous boundary layer. The main reason 

6 for the selection of current airfoil profiles for the design of the H-type VAWT was their relative high lift-

7 to-drag ratio. Even though these are well-known airfoils for horizontal axis wind turbines, its desirable to 

8 study their application and influence on vertical axis wind turbines and its performance and aerodynamic 

9 features. Lift and drag coefficients of the airfoils, that are functions of the angle of attack, were fitted with 

10 polynomials of degree 3 or less, although for some airfoils, two separate equations for either CL or CD 

11 were required over the whole range of the angles of attacks (αs) to provide a more precise curve-fitting. 

12 The separating point between the two equations is defined as αs in Table 1. Equations 13 and 14 define the 

13 lift and drag coefficients as constants. In Table 1, constants that are calculated from the curve-fitting are 

14 shown for different airfoils. 

15
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3 2
3 2 1 0( )LC a a a a       (13)

3 2
3 2 1 0( )DC b b b b       (14)

Table 1
Constants of CL or CD equations for all airfoil (R2>0.99).

Airfoil type 3a 2a 1a 0a 3b 2b 1b 0b s


S809 0 -15.02 8.101 0.140 2.420 0.292 -0.059 0.011 ---
S814 0 -17.01 8.767 0.357 5.865 -1.13 0.073 0.009 ---

RISØ-A1-24 0 0 6.737 0.434 0 0.126 0.004 0.008 <11
-108 111.22 -37.76 5.632 0 0 0.971 -0.172 >11

DU 93-W-210 26.46 -29.57 10.21 0.404 2.562 0.320 -0.074 0.011 ---
FFA-W3-241 -24.44 -3.901 8.145 0.264 0 0.164 0.002 0.007 <11

0 3.056 -0.956 0.076 >11

FX66-S196-V1 0 0 6.731 0.531 -1.008 0.229 0.003 0.007 <8
-100.1 81.47 -21.08 3.170 0 0 0.612 -0.082 >8

1 5. Wind characteristics

2 To be consistent with the reported data from the wind energy potential assessment in Iran [38], the Khaf 

3 area with the highest annual mean wind speed [38] was selected for mounting the H-rotor VAWT. In 

4 Table 2, mean wind speed, shape factor, and scale factor for the Weibull distribution of wind in this area 

5 are provided at heights of 10 m, 30 m, and 40 m [38], while in the economic evaluation, the annual energy 

6 production and the economic comparison were made only for the heights of 10 m and 40 m. 

7

Table 2
Wind characteristics of Khaf area (Iran).

Height (m)
10 30 40

Mean wind speed (m/s) 9.208 10.439 10.817
Shape factor for Weibull probability density function, k 1.618 1.611 1.643
Scale factor for Weibull probability density function, c 10.34 11.81 12.48

8 6. Result and discussion
9 6.1 Aerodynamic performance

10 6.1.1 Power coefficient (Cp)

11 The aerodynamic performance was investigated to determine the best airfoil profile in terms of maximum 

12 power coefficient, annual energy production, and minimum investment; the tip-speed ratio was therefore 
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1 changed over the range of 1 to 12 (with incremental steps of 0.1) for solidities ranging between 0.2 and 

2 0.6. In Fig. 8, power coefficients were calculated for all airfoils at different solidities and tip-speed ratios. 

3 This figure shows that solidity of 0.5 is an optimum point for these airfoils to obtain the maximum power 

4 coefficient, and it also shows that Cp curve is wider for lower solidities, and finding an optimum point is 

5 in agreement with other studies on VAWTs. Fig. 9 shows that the minimum (0.413) and maximum 

6 (0.509) peak power coefficients are associated with S809 and FFA-W3-241, respectively, that occur at 

7  0.5 and =4. Table 3 provides a summary of design parameters for all airfoils. To study the sole σ = λ

8 effect of the airfoil profile, other parameters, i.e., the number of blades ( ), the turbine height (N = 3

9 ), and the chord length ( ) were kept constant. The rated power corresponding to the H = 3 m c = 0.25 m

10 maximum power coefficients of each airfoil was calculated at the rated wind speed of 12 m/s (Table 3) 

11 because this wind speed, commonly selected by wind turbine manufacturing companies, is also near the 

12 mean wind speed in Khaf. Airfoils S809 and FFA-W3-241 produced the minimum (3.85 kW) and 

13 maximum (4.75 kW) rated power magnitudes, respectively. This also reveals that the significant effect of 

14 change in the airfoil section can lead to improvement of wind turbine efficiency.  

a) S809 b) S814

c) RISØ-A1-24 d) DU 93-W-210

𝜎 𝜎

𝜎 𝜎

𝜎 𝜎
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e) FFA-W3-241 f) FX66-S196-V1

Fig. 8: Power coefficient for different airfoils as a function of tip speed ratio at various solidities.

Fig. 9: Comparison of Cpmax for different airfoil profiles. 
1

Table 3
Properties of H-type VAWT designed for Khaf area (Iran).

Airfoil type H (m) R (m) c (m) N σ λ Cpmax
Rated Power (kW)

P = 0.5ρV 3
∞2RHCp.max

S809 3 1.5 0.25 3 0.5 4 0.413 3.85
S814 3 1.5 0.25 3 0.5 4 0.462 4.31
RISØ-A1-24 3 1.5 0.25 3 0.5 4 0.505 4.71
DU 93-W-210 3 1.5 0.25 3 0.5 4 0.498 4.65
FFA-W3-241 3 1.5 0.25 3 0.5 4 0.509 4.75
FX66-S196-V1 3 1.5 0.25 3 0.5 5 0.496 4.63

2

3 6.1.2 Tangential and normal force (FT & FN)
4 The aerodynamic force on a VAWT is highly dependent on the azimuth angle that is related to a large 

5 fluid force at the upstream region. Tangential and normal forces of all airfoils are depicted for different 

6 solidities of 0.2 to 0.5 and different tip speed ratios in Figs. 10-15. Comparison of normal forces for all 

7 cases illustrates that the absolute value of normal force is mostly reduced with decreasing the tip-speed 

8 ratio, while a smaller change can be seen in the downstream side (θ =90°~270°). This small change in the 

9 downstream region reflects the dominant effect of the wake behind the wind turbine. As shown in Fig. 10, 

10 normal force coefficient sometimes becomes slightly negative for downstream region (θ=90º-270º) only 

11 at low TSRs and solidities. Normal force (FN) has negative value when CN is negative (Eq. 4). This term 

12 becomes negative in downstream region when alpha is negative, and, as a result, Sin (α) becomes 

13 negative. This happens only when alpha has highest negative value (magnitude-wise), and this condition 

14 only occurs in low TSRs and solidities (see Fig. A1-A6). This negative force has been seen commonly in 

15 other numerical and experimental studies [39, 40]. It is clear that the tangential force achieves a maximum 

16 magnitude because the blade is moving toward the upstream side at azimuth angles between 0° and 30°. 
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1 Conversely, the tangential force becomes small and smooth when the blade is moving at azimuth angle 

2 between 90ᵒ and 270ᵒ. The reason for this tendency is mainly considered to be the effect of the absolute 

3 attack angle of the blade, larger in the upstream region than in the downstream region. While agreement 

4 between different tip-speed ratios is quite good in the upstream region of the rotation area, despite the fact 

5 that aerodynamic loading is highest there, some discrepancies can be observed if the azimuth angle is 

6 changed during rotation. For symmetric airfoils, peak of the tangential force decreases with an increase in 

7 tip-speed ratio where the blade leads to a lower azimuth angle. However, for all the airfoils studied, this 

8 trend was not observed, probably because of the asymmetric shapes and types of the airfoils. For the 

9 lowest tip-speed ratio in the current study and in the downstream region, DMST anticipates negative 

10 normal and tangential forces for some airfoils. Comparison of tangential forces demonstrates that the 

11 effect of changing the solidity and tip speed ratio is significant in some cases, including RISØ-A1-24, 

12 FFA-W3-241 and FX66-S196-V1, but is insignificant in other cases of S809, S814, and DU 93-W-210. 

13

a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5
14 Fig. 10: Normal and tangential force components for different solidities of S809 airfoil.
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a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

1 Fig. 11: Normal and tangential force components for different solidities of S814 airfoil.

a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35
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e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5
1 Fig. 12: Normal and tangential force components for different solidities of RISØ-A1-24 airfoil.

2

a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

Fig. 13: Normal and tangential force components for different solidities of DU 93-W-210 airfoil.

a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2
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c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

1 Fig. 14: Normal and tangential force components for different solidities of FFA-W3-241 airfoil.

a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5
2 Fig. 15: Normal and tangential force components for different solidities of FX66-S196-V1 airfoil.

3
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1 6.2 Power generation

2 When the rotor blade is located in the upstream region, power coefficient increases, reaching its 

3 maximum at zero azimuth angle. In contrast, when the wind turbine passes through the downstream 

4 region, power coefficient will be reduced. This phenomenon appears in all tip-speed ratios during the 

5 rotor rotation, so the upstream region is extremely important for power generation using VAWTs. In this 

6 study, the rated wind speed was considered to be12 m/s for all airfoils. In Fig. 16, power generation of 

7 different airfoils is plotted for Cpmax at rated wind speed of 12 m/s. Statistical analysis can be used to 

8 calculate the potential wind energy output for a given site. To estimate the annual energy production for 

9 the designed wind turbines, a Gaussian function such as the one shown in Equation 15 was fitted with a 

10 plot of power production versus wind speed (see Fig. 16). The Gaussian function was fitted with the 

11 power productions of each airfoil, and the constants shown in Eq. 15 are summarized for all airfoils in 

12 Table 4. According to the literature [38], the Weibull distribution is the most common distribution that is 

13 used to accurately describe wind frequency, and it is useful for extracting the annual energy production 

14 for a given wind turbine. The Weibull probability density function is shown by Eq. 16 [1], in which k and 

15 c are the shape and scale factors also given in Table 2 at heights of 10 m and 40 m for the Khaf area. The 

16 annual energy production was calculated using Eq. 17, in which is the number of wind speed N 

17 measurements in a year, i.e., 52,560, and . The data collection interval was reported as 10 min for ∆t =
1
6 h

18 this set of wind data from the Khaf area. As shown in Fig. 17, two airfoils of RISØ-A1-24 and FFA-W3-

19 241 produced the greatest annual energy production when compared to the other airfoils. According to 

20 this figure, for the height of 10 m, the minimum and maximum annual energy production values are 12.59 

21 MWh (S809) and 15.41 MWh (FFA-W3-241), respectively. For a height of 40 m, corresponding values 

22 are 13.47 MWh (S809) and 16.42 MWh (FFA-W3-241), respectively. Therefore, results for annual 

23 energy production indicate that airfoil selection is one of the most effective parameters in generating more 

24 annual power while other design parameters are fixed. In Table 5, the annual energy production of all 

25 airfoils is summarized for heights of 10 m and 40 m. 

26
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Fig. 16: Comparison of power production vs wind speed for all airfoils.  
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Table 4
Constant coefficients of Gaussian curve fitting function.
Airfoil 1a 1b 1c 2a 2b 2c ×105

3a 3b 3c ×105
4a 4b 4c

S809 2016 11.57 4.633 4436 14.69 3.053 1.58 14.22 1.263 -1.59 14.22 1.268
S814 2254 11.56 4.631 4964 14.69 3.054 1.76 14.22 1.262 -1.78 14.22 1.268
RISØ24 2470 11.57 4.635 5422 14.69 3.051 1.93 14.22 1.263 -1.95 14.22 1.268
DU93 2428 11.56 4.631 5351 14.69 3.055 1.91 14.22 1.262 -1.93 14.22 1.268
FFA 2772 11.97 4.785 5305 14.68 2.892 1.07 14.22 1.276 -1.11 14.23 1.288
FX66 2418 11.56 4.631 5330 14.69 3.055 1.89 14.22 1.262 -1.92 14.22 1.268

Fig. 17: Comparison of annual energy production of different airfoils at heights of 10 m and 40 m.
2 6.3 Economical evaluation

3 Wind energy is one of the most appropriate sources of clean energy, thereby increasing the importance of 

4 designing wind turbines with high performance that use inexpensive manufacturing methods. As a result, 

5 wind turbine designers should consider the costs of improvement in aerodynamic performance.  Over the 

6 past several decades, certain developments in wind turbine technology changed the price levels of 

7 designing wind turbines from 5000 $US/kW to 1000 $US/kW [41], making wind energy the most 

8 profitable resource among other energy resources. In this section, economic evaluation is carried out for 

9 different airfoil profiles to compare the resulting costs of each airfoil section if no other parameters are 

10 changed. This comparison shows that wind turbine companies and investors in wind energy, especially 
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1 the VAWT type, achieve a huge profit by changing only the airfoil section, while other design parameters 

2 are fixed. The annual operation and maintenance costs in the first year can be calculated using Eq. 18 [1].  

OM IC mC (18)

3 where  is the initial investment of the project,  is the operation and maintenance cost, and m is the CI COM

4 ratio of / . The following equation provides an estimate of the maintenance and operational cost for COM  CI

5 a wind turbine life span of n years compared to the initial year.

 
 1

1 1
( )

1

n

OM n I n

I
PW C mC

I I

  
  

  
(19)

6 where  is the annual interest rate, which is different for each country. The annual interest rate for Iran I

7 was reported by the National Central Bank of Iran [42] as 20%. Eqs. 20 and 21 define the net present 

8 worth of all costs, including operation, maintenance, and the initial investment. 

 
 1

1 1
( ) 1
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n
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(20)

9 which results in annual cost of the turbine operation as follows:

 
 

1 1 1( )( ) 1
1

n
A n I
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(21)

10 The annual output energy production by the turbine can be derived as follows:

8760I RE P CF   (22)

11 where is the rated power and  is the capacity factor of the wind turbine. The following equation PR CF

12 calculates the capacity factor of the wind turbine, defined as the ratio of actual generated power to the 

13 rated power output.

P MWhCapacity Factor(CF)=
(365days)×(24h/day)×(P kW)×1MW/1000kW

Total

R
(23)

14  

15 Finally, the cost of 1kWh electricity (C) generated by the wind turbine is defined by:
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(24)

1

2 To calculate the cost of 1 kWh of electricity for the current H-type VAWT with different airfoil 

3 sections, following assumptions were made:

4 1) Design cost of the wind turbine is 1000 $/kW (based on the manufacturing price in Iran).

5 2) Other costs, including installation, transportation, custom-free status, and grid integration, are 

6 considered to be 40% of the turbine production cost [43].   

7 3) Annual operation and maintenance costs plus land rental are about 6% ( =0.06) of the turbine m

8 production cost [43].

9 4) Life of the wind turbine is 15 years ( =15) [43].n

10 5) Interest rate is 20% for each year over the 15-year period ( =0.2).I

11 6) Capacity factor of the wind turbine was calculated for heights of 10 m and 40 m (Table 5). 

12 7) Initial investment ( ) and installation costs ( ) were calculated as follows:CI IC

13 Installation cost ( ) = Rated power (kW)×1000($/kW)×IC
40

100

14 Total initial investment ( ) = Rated power (kW)×1000($/kW) + Installation cost ( )CI IC

In Fig. 18, a bar graph of the total cost for 1 kWh of wind-generated electricity is plotted for different 

airfoils at heights of 10 m and 40 m. As shown in Fig. 18, total cost of electricity generation is greater at a 

height of 10 m than at 40 m. In Table 5, a complete summary of the economic evaluation, including 

annual energy is reported for heights of 10 m and 40 m  (PTotal ),  capacity factor (CF),  and total cost (C) 

for different airfoils, and the installation cost ( ) and total initial investment ( ) are calculated for all IC CI

airfoils in Table 5. For a height of 10 m, the minimum cost is associated with the S809 airfoil (0.0365 

$/kWh), and the maximum cost is associated with the S814 airfoil (0.0370 $/kWh). For a height of 40 m, 

the minimum cost is associated with the S809 airfoil (0.0342 $/kWh), and the maximum cost is associated 

with the S814 and FFA-W3-241 airfoils (0.0346 $/kWh). According to these results, total cost at (C) 

height of 10 m is roughly 7% more than the height of 40 m, a significant difference for total investment of 

this size. Conversely, the annual energy production at height of 40 m is approximately 7% more (PTotal ) 

than that at height of 10 m, so the results indicate that designing a H-type VAWT with greater height is 

more economical and productive than the one with a lower height. To examine the effect of airfoil 

selection, a comparison of total costs shows that differences between costs of the energy generation for 
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various airfoils are not significant. While the total cost of the generation of electrical energy for all 

profiles are about equal, a comparison between annual energy production at different heights indicates 

that, for height of 40 m, the maximum annual energy (16.42 MWh) produced by FFA-W3-241 airfoil is 

22% more than for the smallest value of annual energy, that occurred for the S809 airfoil (13.47 MWh). 

In general, although changing the airfoil profile does not have a substantial effect on total investment 

costs; it has a definite influence on annual power production. According to Table 5, the most effective and 

economic airfoil section is the FFA-W3-241 airfoil. Since the price level for selling power from the wind 

turbine is currently 0.15 $/kWh in Iran, designing this H-rotor VAWT with airfoil FFA-W3-241 would be 

an extremely beneficial investment because the selling price level (0.15 $/kWh) is 4.33 times the total 

investment cost (0.0346 $/kWh) in the Khaf area.

Fig. 18: Cost of 1 kWh wind-generated electricity for different airfoils at heights of 10 m and 40 m.

Table 5
Energy production and economical evaluation for H-type VAWT designed for Khaf area (Iran).

Airfoil type TotalP
(MWh)

CF C
($/kWh)

TotalP
(MWh)

CF C
($/kWh)

IC
($)

TI
($)

10 m 40 m
S809 12.59 0.3733 0.0365 13.47 0.3992 0.0342 1540 5390
S814 13.94 0.3692 0.0370 14.89 0.3944 0.0346 1724 6034
RISØ-A1-24 15.36 0.3722 0.0367 16.41 0.3978 0.0343 1884 6594
DU 93-W-210 15.07 0.3700 0.0369 16.12 0.3954 0.0345 1860 6510
FFA-W3-241 15.41 0.3702 0.0368 16.42 0.3945 0.0346 1900 6650
FX66-S196-V1 15.00 0.3700 0.0369 16.03 0.3953 0.0345 1852 6482

1 7. Conclusions

2 In the current study, the DMST model was used to analyze the aerodynamic performance of a vertical 

3 axis wind turbine with H-type rotor configuration. To study the effect of different airfoil profiles on 

4 power generation and total investment cost, six different airfoils (S809, S814, RISØ-A1-24, DU 93-W-

5 210, FFA-W3-241, and FX66-S196-V1) were compared. The examination was performed for different 
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1 solidity values ranging from 0.2 to 0.6, and 12 different tip-speed ratios ranging from 1 to 12, while blade 

2 height, chord length, and number of blades were kept constant. Comparison of the power coefficient for 

3 different solidities from 0.2 to 0.6 and tip-speed ratios demonstrated that there is an optimum solidity to 

4 extract the maximum power from wind turbine and it was found 0.5 for the present studied airfoils. 

5 Comparison of tangential forces demonstrated that the effect of changing solidity and tip-speed ratio is 

6 significant in some cases, including RISØ-A1-24, FFA-W3-241, and FX66-S196-V1, but was found to be 

7 insignificant in some other cases such as S809, S814, and DU 93-W-210. Airfoil FFA-W3-241 produced 

8 the maximum tangential force at tip-speed ratio of 3 or 4, and for different solidities. RISØ-A1-24 and 

9 FFA-W3-241 airfoil produced the most annual energy compared to the other airfoils. At the height of 10 

10 m, the minimum and maximum annual energy productions were 12.59 MWh (S809) and 15.41 MWh 

11 (FFA-W3-241), respectively. At a height of 40 m, the minimum and maximum annual energy productions 

12 were 13.47 MWh (S809) and 16.42 MWh (FFA-W3-241), respectively. Therefore, the results of the 

13 annual energy production analysis indicate that airfoil selection is an effective step in design process 

14 related to greater annual power generation while other design parameters are fixed. In general, although 

15 changing the airfoil profile has insignificant effect on the total investment cost, it has a great influence on 

16 annual power production. The most effective and economic airfoil section was found to be FFA-W3-241. 

17 Since the sale price of electrical power is currently 0.15 $/kWh in Iran, choosing the FFA-W3-241 airfoil 

18 for the current H-rotor VAWT would be significantly profitable, since it is 4.33 (0.15/0.0346) times the of 

19 the total investment cost (0.0346 $/kWh) in the Khaf area.
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1 Appendix

2  versus azimuth angle is plotted here for all the airfoils at  =3, 4, and 5, while  to 0.5. The CD/CL λ σ = 0.2

3 results generally show that the maximum peak of angle of attack is reduced by an increase in the tip-speed 

4 ratio. For all airfoil sections, the highest angle of attack varies between 5º and 15° depending on the tip-

5 speed ratio and the solidity. The lift coefficient increases with rising λ and the drag coefficient is 

6 increased with the tip-speed ratio. Although they have a similar tendency, the ratio of drag coefficient to 

7 lift coefficient exhibits a different trend. According to the , results there is a significant peak for CD/CL CD

8 at an azimuth angle of 0° for some airfoil sections, including S809, S814, DU 93-W-210, particularly /CL 

9 for λ=3. Conversely, there is no obvious peak and also no such difference for other airfoil sections, 

10 including FFA-W3-241, RISØ-A1-24 and FX66-S196-V1.

a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

11 Fig. A1: Angle of attack and CD/CL vs tip speed ratio for different solidities of S809 airfoil.

12

13

14
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a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5
1 Fig. A2: Angle of attack and CD/CL vs tip speed ratio for different solidities of S814 airfoil.
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a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

1 Fig. A3: Angle of attack and CD/CL vs tip speed ratio for different solidities of RISØ-A1-24 airfoil.
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a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5
1 Fig. A4: Angle of attack and CD/CL vs tip speed ratio for different solidities of DU 93-W-210 airfoil.
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a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

1 Fig. A5: Angle of attack and CD/CL vs tip speed ratio for different solidities of FFA-W3-241 airfoil.
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a) Solidity=0.2 b) Solidity=0.2

c) Solidity=0.35 d) Solidity=0.35

e) Solidity=0.5 f) Solidity=0.5

1 Fig. A6: Angle of attack and CD/CL vs tip speed ratio for different solidities of FX66-S196-V1 airfoil.
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